In recent years, an increasing number of neural network models have included derivatives with respect to inputs in their loss functions, resulting in so-called double backpropagation for firstorder optimization. However, so far no general description of the involved derivatives exists. Here, we cover a wide array of special cases in a very general Hilbert space framework, which allows us to provide optimized backpropagation rules for many real-world scenarios. This includes the reduction of calculations for Frobenius-norm-penalties on Jacobians by roughly a third for locally linear activation functions. Furthermore, we provide a description of the discontinuous loss surface of ReLU networks both in the inputs and the parameters and demonstrate why the discontinuities do not pose a big problem in reality.
Introduction
Lately, an increasing number of papers have suggested using penalty terms involving derivatives with respect to the neural network input. So far, no valid and general description of the backpropagation procedure for these cases exists. While (Drucker and Le Cun, 1992) derive the double backpropagation formulas for a multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer only, (Sokolić et al., 2017 ) provide only a high-level description for ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010) networks. While automatic differentiation (AD) methods have made the calculation of the error terms and their respective weight gradients trivial to implement, they do not lend themselves to providing any theoretical insights. However, as we will show here, the specific choice of architecture and activation function can have a large impact on the optimization, for which a precise understanding of the involved backpropagation is essential. Furthermore, as we will show here, one can improve both the training time and memory requirements of the involved training procedures Preprint. over the naïve utilization of AD in many real-world scenarios. While it is straightforward to derive the backpropagation terms of neural networks which do not encompass derivatebased regularization terms, the situation looks very different when these are included. This stems from an intricate interdepence of the various involved terms, which needs to be accounted for.
Contributions
We derive backpropagation rules for large classes of derivative-based regularization terms in the very general framework of Hilbert spaces, which covers everything from standard neural networks up to esoteric networks in function spaces along the lines of (Bruna and Mallat, 2013; Wiatowski and Bölcskei, 2017) . We thereby offer a different perspective on backpropagation, which is usually understood as an operation on a computational graph. In neural network literature, the derivatives are most often given in coordinate-form for specific examples of layers, e.g. fully-connected layers. The coordinate-free view in Hilbert spaces offers a unifying view using Fréchet derivatives, that is readily applicable to a wide range of problems. For this, we view the linear portion of e.g. fully-connected, convolutional and locally-connected layers as specific instances of continuous, bilinear operations between the parameters and the activations and extend the standard theory of adjoints of continuous linear operators in real Hilbert spaces to continuous bilinear operators.
We furthermore analyze the runtimes of different variants of double backpropagation and are able to provide adapted algorithms for various scenarios depending on the exact setup, including a reduction by up to a third for certain Jacobian penalties. We additionally explore the induced loss landscapes of the common special case of (leaky) ReLU neural networks, which induces jump discontinuities. We demonstrate that batch optimization procedures can alleviate concerns about instabilities caused by these discontinuities.
Applications of Derivative-Based Loss Terms
Double backpropagation comes into play, whenever one uses derivative-based optimization on loss functions which contain derivatives with respect to the input of the network. There is a variety of applications and model types that employ losses of this type. One example is 'classical' double backpropagation (Drucker and Le Cun, 1992) , where the loss for one feature-label-pair (x, y) and forward-mapping f is ℓ(f (x), y) + λ · ∇ x ℓ(f (x), y)
with loss function ℓ. One possible application is robustification to adversarial attacks (Simon-Gabriel et al., 2019) . Instead of the loss, one may also penalize derivatives of logits or class predictions. In (Sokolić et al., 2017) , the penalty term takes the form J f 2 F , the squared Frobenius norm of the Jacobian of the output with respect to the input. Through this penalty term, one can effectively enlargen the model's margin in order to improve its generalization. Another instance of this type of penalty is found in contractive autoencoders (Rifai et al., 2011) , where the Jacobian is calculated on the encoder's output, which is intended to assign similar codes to similar inputs. If one chooses the spectral norm instead of the Frobenius norm, one idea is to instead use J f v 2 2 , where v is a random unit vector. This is equivalent to one iteration of the power method, as proposed e.g. in (Anil et al., 2018) . For applications where a ground-truth function to be approximated is known (e.g. model compression), Sobolev training (Czarnecki et al., 2017) aims to make the model close to the ground-truth in higher-order Sobolev norms, which entails the input's derivatives. Flow-based generative models like normalizing flows (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015) , GLOW (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018), FFJORD (Grathwohl et al., 2018) and invertible residual networks (Behrmann et al., 2019 ) generate a point x via x = f −1 (z) by sampling z from a simple base distribution. Here, f can be a neural network. These models seek to maximize the datalikelihood, resulting in a loss function which contains the log-determinant of the Jacobian J f , for whose evaluation various strategies exist. Another instance of generative models requiring double backpropagation are certain types of generative adversarial networks (GANs) like (Roth et al., 2017) , which enforce convergence through gradient-based penalty terms. For the solution of inverse problems, adversarial regularizers (Lunz et al., 2018) incorporate a critic network whose local Lipschitz constant is kept small via a regularization term which requires double backpropagation.
How to Read this Paper
The utilized framework here are Fréchet derivatives on Hilbert spaces, i.e. vector spaces that are complete with respect to the norm • : u → u, u induced by their inner product • , • . Readers unfamiliar with these terms can still understand most derivations and results by thinking of simple examples. A generic example for a Hilbert space is R n with the standard inner product u, v := u T v. Fréchet derivatives can then be represented via the wellknown concept of a Jacobian matrix.
Mathematical Preliminaries

Properties of Bilinear Operators
We introduce continuous, bilinear operators as a very general, yet simple tool for defining the affine linear portion of many different layer types. This encompasses dense, convolutional, locally-connected layers, average pooling and invertible down-sampling. If we take a dense layer as an example, then the pre-activation W x + b with matrix W and bias b contains an expression that is linear both in x and in W . We can thus write K(W, x) = W x and realize that K is a bilinear operator. Similarly, for convolutional layers we have K(w, x) = w * x with the multi-channel convolution operator * . A typical example for image data would be x ∈ R 3×256×256 and w ∈ R 5×5×3×16 , which represents the convolution of 256-by-256 RGB image with a 5-by-5 kernel onto 16 feature maps. The theoretical setting allows us to work directly in these spaces, without reordering the entries into column vectors and representing the Fréchet derivatives as Jacobians. The proofs for the following theorems are found in Appendix A.
In the following, let X , Y and P always be real Hilbert spaces. Let A : X → Y be a continuous linear operator. We denote by A * the adjoint of A, i.e. the (unique) linear operator for which
, where the • , • signify the respective inner products. If X = R n and Y = R m , then A ∈ R m×n (up to isomorphism) and its adjoint is just the transposed matrix A T . We now extend the concept of an adjoint of a linear operator on real Hilbert spaces to bilinear operators and prove some elementary properties.
be a bilinear, continuous operator between real Hilbert Since K T and K are bilinear operators, if they are continuous in both arguments, there exist two adjoint operators for each of them as well. Two of these four operators were already identified in Remark 2.1. We clarify their connection with the following perhaps surprising theorem, which will be essential for the calculation of the double backpropagation rules: (Schechter, 1996) .
Fréchet Calculus
Here, we will provide short definitions and theorems for derivatives in Hilbert spaces, which are just generalizations of familiar terms in R. We will always assume the involved spaces to be vector spaces over the field R. The following definitions and theorems are standard and can e.g. be found in even more generality in (Schechter, 1996) . Definition 2.1. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and let
x is called the Fréchet derivative of f in x. Remark 2.5. When it is clear from context that y = f (x), we will simply write
Definition 2.2. Let X be a real Hilbert space and let U ⊂ X be an open subset. Let further f : X → R be Fréchet differentiable in x ∈ U . We call the vector v ∈ U for which 
Applying the chain rule to Definition 2.2 of the gradient yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9 (Gradient chain rule). Let the assumptions from Theorem 2.8 hold, where additionally Z = R. Then
In R d , the Fréchet derivative can be represented as a matrix, the Jacobian, given continuity of the partial derivatives. The gradient definition in 2.2 leads to the familiar column vector consisting of partial derivatives.
Neural Network Model
Forward Pass
In the following, we will consider an L-layer network
where x 0 is the input to the network. Here, K j : P j × X j−1 → X j is a continuous bilinear operator between Hilbert spaces, θ j ∈ P j and b j ∈ X j are the j-th layer's parameters, z j ∈ X j and x j ∈ X j its respective pre-activation and activation, g j : X j → X j the activation function. Here we concentrate on networks with X L = R C (with standard inner product), e.g. classifiers with g L = softmax, but the results naturally extend to other types of neural networks.
Dealing with Nonlinearities
We will further assume g j (for j < L) to be a nonlinearity that is applied 'coordinate-wise', like ReLU or tanh. Assuming some coordinate representation would of course defeat the purpose of finding a coordinate-free (double) backpropagation scheme. This is why we have to find a more general characterization of these types of functions that still retains their simplicity. The motivation behind this technical definition is the fact that for the coordinate-wise application of functions like g = tanh, the Jacobian is a diagonal matrix, such that
with M : (x, y) → x ⊙ y denoting the coordinate-wise multiplication. When appropriate, we will use the abbreviations
which allows us to easily switch between viewing these derivatives as either linear or bilinear maps. The latter will later be essential in order to be able to apply the generalized product rule 2.7. The following lemma and corollary (proof in Appendix A) show that these functions are self-adjoint.
, where M : X → X is a symmetric, bilinear operator and a ∈ X . Then A is self-adjoint.
We point out that according to Lemma 3.1.1, G ′ (x) and G ′′ (x) are self-adjoint operators if g is coordinate-wise Fréchet (twice) differentiable in x. The restriction to coordinate-wise nonlinearities (except for the final layer) allows for a great simplification of the utilized theory, while representing the vast majority of realworld neural networks. In particular, the product rule can be readily applied. If on the other hand, one were to use general Fréchet differentiable activation functions, the used higher-order derivatives would need to be calculated on spaces of Fréchet derivatives 1 , which demands a much more involved derivation of the backpropagation rules.
Deriving Double Backpropagation Rules
Double backpropagation comes into play, whenever the loss function to be minimized contains a derivative of a function with respect to x 0 . As we optimize our loss using first-order methods, our ultimate goal is to determine the gradients ∇ θj R ∈ P j and ∇ bj R ∈ X j , where R denotes an expression that depends on a derivative with respect to x 0 (usually a regularization or penalty term).
1 In R d , these can be represented as tensors of order up to 4.
Penalty Terms
We consider penalty terms R (or sums thereof) that can be written in the form
where p : X 0 → R is differentiable almost everywhere and not locally constant and v may or may not depend on x L , . . . , x 0 . The exact form of the penalty is thus determined by p and v. In the following, we will offer some examples.
CLASSICAL DOUBLE BACKPROPAGATION
In classical double backpropagation, we apply a penalty
is the network's loss (with loss function ℓ). Here y ∈ R C = X L , e.g. a onehot encoded label vector. By applying the gradient chain rule (Theorem 2.9), this yields
In the special case of the squared euclidean error
this results in v = 2(x L − y). When using the negative log-likelihood
we get v = −y ⊘ x L (with ⊘ denoting the componentwise (Hadamard) division). These constitute cases where v depends on x L and thus on all x j with j ≤ L.
PENALTIES ON GRADIENTS OF OUTPUT NODES
Another general type of penalty is on derivatives of output nodes with respect to the input. For example, ∇ x0 x i L 2 2 , a squared euclidean norm penalty on the gradient of the i-th output node with respect to the input, can be represented via v = e i in (10), where e i denotes the i-th standard unit vector. We can immediately obtain formulas for the (squared) Frobenius norm of the Jacobian
which entails C penalties of the form (10). This however naturally increases the time complexity of the double backpropagation by a factor of C. We will later present an algorithm, with which the runtime may be reduced by up to a third, depending on the used activation functions. If the penalties are applied on the logits (z L ) instead of the softmax-outputs (x L ), one can simply model this via g L = id, the identity function.
OPERATOR NORM PENALTIES
In section 1.2, we mentioned how randomized penalties can be employed in the calculation of the spectral norm of the Jacobian (more generally: operator norms of the Fréchet derivative). The operator norm can be written as
where we used the fact that the operator norms of primal and dual bounded operators in Hilbert spaces coincide (Rudin, 1991) . By samplingṽ from a normal distribution and setting v =ṽ/ ṽ 2 , one samples v almost surely uniformly from the unit sphere {v : Muller, 1959) . With p = • X0 , we thus obtain a lower bound of the operator norm, which yields a penalty term of the form (10). This is equivalent to one power iteration. Better estimates of the optimal v in (13) are obtained by performing multiple power iterations.
Backward Pass: Calculating the Penalty Terms
In order to calculate R in the first place, we define
which allows us to write ξ L = v and R = p(ξ 0 ). Given ξ j , we can calculate ζ j via
Algorithm 1 Calculation of the penalty term
using the chain rule and the self-adjointness of G ′ (z j ). Given ζ j , we can further calculate
where we applied the chain rule and used the fact that the adjoint of K j (θ j , u) in u is the transposed operator of K j . In summary, the penalty is calculated via the recursion given in Algorithm 1.
Here, the difficulty in calculating ∇ θj R and ∇ bj R for all j becomes visible: While ξ j−1 depends directly on θ j , it also depends on ζ j , which itself directly depends on z j , which in turn depends on θ j . Furthermore, ζ j depends on ξ j , which implicitly depends on θ j as well, since it is a result of the backward pass. In other words, due to the edges from the upper half to the lower half of the graph, ζ j depends on every variable except for ξ 0 , . . . , ξ j−1 , ζ 1 , . . . , ζ j−1 , x L , R and L. For the calculation of the weight-gradients, one hence has to untangle these complicated functional relationships. The complete interdependence of all involved variables is displayed in the dependency graph in Figure 1. 
Backward-Backward Pass
Networks that require double backpropagation can be viewed as extended neural networks, where the forward pass (FP) and the backward pass (BP) are concatenated to form the forward pass of a neural network with twice the depth. Through this lens, double backpropagation is nothing but backpropagation through the extended network, where the gradients first pass through the BP of the original network, then the FP or the original network (which was already recognized in (Drucker and Le Cun, 1992) ). We therefore call the procedures with which we calculate these gradients the backward-backward pass and the forwardbackward pass.
Algorithm 2 Calculation of the backwards-backwards terms
Much like in standard backpropagation, our goal is to calculate ∇ θj R and ∇ bj R, while keeping the dependency graph (Fig. 1) in mind. Due to
we are interested in
for which we need backpropagation rules. From equations (15) and (16) we can infer that
so that
and
which results in the iteration scheme summarized in Algorithm 2.
At this point, we still cannot evaluate equations (17). As visible in Figure 1 , the linear operators
make us consider the functional relationship between the upper and lower half of the dependency graph. This happens through the forward-backward pass. 
Fordward-Backward Pass
We continue to try to evaluate equations (17). First off, we note that calculating the bias-gradients
requires evaluating
Note that due to h j = ∇ ζj R, one has η j = ∇ zj R. Right now, we do not have a way of evaluating η j yet, but we will derive an expression for it later.
Similarly to the bias-gradients, we express the gradients of the linear weights as
Since
is a continuous bilinear operator, we can harness the generalized product rule (Theorem 2.7) for equation (23):
where we used the anti-distributivity of adjoint operators. According to Figure 1 , ζ j only depends on θ j through z j .
We hence can apply the chain rule
Plugging this into equation (23) yields
which means that for both ∇ bj R and ∇ θj R, we need a way of evaluating η j = ∇ zj R.
Here, we may finally make use of the fact that we assumed g j to be coordinate-wise Fréchet differentiable (Def. 3.1) for all j < L (with some symmetric, bilinear operator M j ). This allows us to write
Applying the adjoint
to h j as in equations (23) and (22) yields
Algorithm 3 Calculation of the forward-backward pass and the weight-gradients
While we do not have an expression for γ j yet, we can recursively calculate it via the formula
for which the initial value η L is required, which depends on the exact penalty term (see Appendix B). Equipped with this, the weight gradients
can be calculated. This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Standard Backpropagation
We can easily recover the standard backpropagation rules (without any derivative-based penalty terms) for the loss ℓ(x L , y) from the above setup by setting
which provide the well-known weight-gradients, that are needed for each iteration of a first-order optimization scheme of the network's loss, in the general framework of continuous bilinear operators. This also demonstrates that one is able to 'reuse' the values ζ i and ξ i for standard backpropagation and for classical double backpropagation, unlike for all other penalty terms.
Runtimes
In the last section, the double backpropagation rules were derived. For most networks (in particular in convolutional neural networks), the most time-consuming portion of the network lies in the calculation of the forward and transposed operators K j and K T j . Here, we will consider the runtimes of different penalty terms and offer optimized implementations of some.
The General Case
In the general case, the forward, backward and backwardbackward pass each require L evaluations of the (transposed) operators. The forward-backward pass however does not require to evaluate γ 0 = K T 1 (θ 1 , η 1 ) , which is why in this case only L − 1 transposed operations need to be performed. This results in a time complexity of 4L − 1 operations for the full double backpropagation. If the full loss term is L + λp(ξ 0 ), but ξ 0 is not ∇ x0 L (as in classical double backpropagation), one needs to perform another L − 1 operations, because ∇ θj L and ∇ bj L are needed, whereas some values can be reused in classical double backpropagation (as detailed in section 4.5). In summary, these cases require 5L − 2 linear operations, compared to the 2L − 1 operations of a network without a penalty term of the type (10).
Locally Linear Activation Functions
If the activations x j = g j (z j ) are not only coordinate-wise twice Fréchet differentiable in z j , but also locally linear (as with the popular (leaky) rectified linear unit ReLU) in z j , the double backpropagation takes a simpler form: As G ′′ (z j ) is the null operator (almost everywhere, for every z j for which g j (z j ) is twice Fréchet differentiable) and because M j is linear in both arguments, equation (28) 
In general, this however does not reduce the amount of linear operations K j and K T j .
Linear Output Nodes and Locally Linear Activation Functions
If the penalty terms are applied on the derivatives of linear output nodes (i.e. g L = id, for example when 
, the effect cascades when also a locally linear activation function is used. This is because in that case, η j = γ j = 0 for all j, according to equations (28) and (30). As a result, the weight gradients reduce to ∇ bj R = 0 for all j and ∇ θj R = K j (q j−1 , ζ j ), which means that one does not need to perform the forwardbackward pass at all. All in all, the reduced number of linear operations for the penalty term is then 3L, and 4L − 1 for the full loss term L + λR (the same as for the classical double backpropagation loss L + λp(∇ x0 L)).
Jacobian Penalties
If the penalty term is
(equivalent to the squared Frobenius norm of the Jacobian), the double backpropagation scheme needs to be performed C times. Note that the forward pass has to be performed only once. The total number of linear operations is thus
We now present an optimized double backpropagation algorithm for this scenario, that applies if only locally linear activation functions like ReLU (up to the final softmax layer) are employed, which allows one to abuse a certain linearity. This algorithm reduces the number of performed linear operations by almost a third, while keeping the required memory roughly the same as with a single conventional double backpropagation. We will now index variables such as η j that relate to a certain R i via η i j . We note the following:
1. We can write ∇ θj R =θ 
When looping over i,θ
6.η j and consequentlyθ 2 j = K j (η j , x j−1 ) are linear in η L and can be calculated recursively fromη L . This way, only one forward-backward pass needs to be performed, compared to the C passes that normally need to be performed.
7. By erasing variables from memory once they are no longer needed, this optimized algorithm does not require more memory than a single conventional double backpropagation procedure.
We end up with 2L − 1 + 2CL linear operations (L for the forward pass, L for each of the C backward and backwardbackward passes and L − 1 for the forward-backward pass).
As the naïve implementation requires L + 3CL − C linear operations, about a third of the linear operations are saved (because 2CL respectively 3CL represent the bulk of the operations). The algorithm is presented in detail in Algorithm 4 in Appendix C.
Loss Landscapes for (leaky) ReLU networks
In the following, we will only consider finite-dimensional networks. The loss landscapes of (leaky) ReLU networks represent special cases due to jump discontinuities in their derivatives.
Loss Landscape in the Inputs
(Leaky) ReLU networks partition the input space into convex polytopes in which the logit layer z L is affine in x 0 (Raghu et al., 2017 ). This in turn means that the operator is constant in x 0 in the interior of each convex polytope and in turn locally constant almost everywhere 2 . Since the penalty term is given by
this implies that R is locally constant in x 0 within each convex polytope if (and only if) ζ L is locally constant in this region as well. Nevertheless, a jump discontinuity may occur when for some z j , the activation x j = g j (z j ) enters a different locally linear region of the (leaky) ReLU nonlinearity. This is the case when an entry of the vector z j switches between (−∞, 0] and (0, ∞).
Loss Landscape in the Parameters
The above considerations lead to the question, whether R may also be locally constant almost everywhere in the parameter space. If that were the case, any derivativebased optimization algorithm (like stochastic gradient descent) would instantly fail, because then automatically ∇ Θ R = 0. However, for fixed x 0 in the interior of a convex polytope, the operator (35) is locally affine in the linear weights θ j and locally constant in the biases b j . As z j depends (locally affine) on θ k and (locally constant) on b k (for k ≤ j), this means that R is luckily not locally constant almost everywhere in Θ. The exact functional dependence then hinges on whether and how ζ L depends on the weights. However, R thus also 'inherits' the jump discontinuities
In reality, the problem of jump discontinuities may however be not as severe as it may seem at first glance: Usually, the optimization methods are applied not on a penalty term for a single point x 0 (with label y), but on the average value of R for a whole batch {(x
While the number of jump discontinuities adds up over the number of samples in this batch, the averaging process introduces a 'smoothing' effect on the loss landscape. These phenomena are empirically demonstrated on a simple toy example.
Experiments
For the following extremely simple toy example, we created a dataset of 1500 points {(x
where
. We then fitted a small multilayer perceptron with 2 hidden ReLU layers (with 8 respectively 5 neurons) and a linear output layer (with 1 neuron and g L = id) to this dataset, using the squared loss. We start by considering the loss landscape in the inputs. In Figure 2a , the resulting approximating neural network is compared to the actual sine-curve. As expected, the neural network creates a locally affine, continuous output. Since the network maps real numbers to real numbers, we can identify the operator (35) with the partial derivative ∂ x0 x L = ∂ x0 z L ∈ R. As displayed in Figure 2b , this derivative exhibits locally constant regions separated by the locations of non-differentiability. As a consequence, any penalty term
for some a.e. differentiable p would necessarily be locally constant in x 0 as well (not depicted here). The loss landscape in x 0 for the classical double backpropagation penalty
is depicted in Figure 2c and shows the expected jump discontinuities.
Since even a neural network as small as this one has 61 parameters, one cannot feasibly depict the loss landscape over all parameters. Therefore, we fix the weights of the trained network and vary only one parameter of each the weight matrix and bias vector of the second hidden layer. We will call these parameters w and b. In Figure 3 , for fixed x 0 ≈ 1.022, the dependence of s := ∂ x0 z L ∈ R on w respectively b is shown. As predicted in section 6.2, s is locally affine in w and exhibits jump discontinuities. Furthermore, s as a function of b is locally constant and exhibits jump discontinuities.
For the actual optimization, the properties of interests are the derivatives of the penalty terms. For R node , we choose p : s → s 2 and visualize ∂ w R node and ∂ b R node in Figure 4 . While ∂ w R node exhibits a piecewise linear behavior (including a locally constant portion) with a jump discontinuity, ∂ b R node is constant 0 (as a consequence of R node being locally constant due to g L = id, as explained in section 6.2). This demonstrates how first-order optimization of R node for a single example x 0 may suffer from instabilities, whenever a neuron switches between the locally linear regions of the (leaky) ReLU nonlinearity. We perform a similar analysis for the classical backpropagation penalty R cdb and display our results in Figure 5 . While the jump discontinuities appear in the same spots, the non-constant portion of ∂ w R cdb exhibits nonlinear behavior due to the (nonlinear) choice of p and the dependence of ξ 0 on w. A central difference in the behavior of the bias derivative ∂ b R cdb compared to ∂ b R node lies in the fact that this derivative is not constant 0. This is because classical double backpropagation in general yields η L = 0.
As we will show now, the feared instabilities can be re- duced by batchwise optimization, which is standard practice. To visualize this, we randomly pick a batch B = {(x
) with batch size M = 256 and visualize the averaged penalty terms
in Figures 6 and 7. While jump discontinuities of the averaged penalty terms are still visible, the fact that the individual discontinuities lie close together in parameter space creates the effect of 'almost smooth' loss landscapes. Due to this smoothing effect, the optimization using batch optimization is much less impaired by the discontinuities than for a single example x 0 , which explains their success in the applications listed in section 1.2, even when using (leaky) ReLU activation functions.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provided a first in-depth description of 'double backpropagation' procedures, which come into play whenever a loss function contains derivatives of output nodes with respect to input nodes. We offer a unified perspective for a large class of such loss functions and describe the derivatives in the general framework of Fréchet derivatives on Hilbert spaces. For this, we developed a theory of adjoint operators for continuous, bilinear operators, which covers many common layer types. The obtained description of the involved derivatives allows us to present optimized double backpropagation schemes for some networks, which reduces the time complexity by roughly a third in this case. Furthermore, we provided a description for the (discontinuous) loss landscape for derivative-based losses of (leaky) ReLU networks both in the inputs as well as the parameters. We further demonstrate that training in batches introduces a 'pseudo-smoothing' effect to the loss landscape, which results in higher numerical stability of the training procedure. Proof. For all x, y ∈ X , Ax, y X = M (a, x), y X = x, M (a, y) X according to Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, Ax, y X = x, A * y X , so that x, A * y X = x, M (a, y) X for all x, y ∈ X , which means that A * = M (a, • ) = A due to Corollary A.0.1.
B. Initial Values η L
In section 4.1, a generalization of the different penalty terms to the form
The initial value η L , which is needed in order to initialize Algorithm 3, depends on the out layer's activation function g L and v = ξ L . Typical special cases for the activation function include g L = softmax (for classification problems) or g L = id (non-categorical targets like in regression or if one wants to apply penalties to derivatives of logits). Because softmax is not a coordinate-wise activation function, we cannot harness equation (26). For v, we can identify two particular special cases: Those where v is independent of the network and v = ∇ xL L = −y ⊘ x L for classical double backpropagation. For these reasons, η L needs to be calculated explicitly for the cases above.
B.1. Softmax
Here, we derive η L for penalty terms of the form (10), where v is independent of the neural network's input and g L = softmax. A standard calculation shows that
is self-adjoint (symmetric). We hence have
and particular, for v = e i and x L = (x 1 L , . . . , x C L ) T , this can be written as
Since v does not depend on x L , we can treat v as a constant, which yields
(with identity matrix I), leading to
B.2. Softmax + Non-Negative Log-Likelihood Loss
The following deals with classical double backpropagation, where a penalty of the form
is applied, with ℓ denoting the non-negative log likelihood loss function as defined in equation (12). As detailed in section 4.1.1, this penalty term can be written in the general form (10) with g L = softmax and
where we used that i y i = 1, where y = (y 1 , . . . , y C ) T . And for classic double backpropagation:
B.3. Identity Function
If one applies a penalty to the derivatives of the logit-layers (z L ), one can still represent this case as in equation (10) by modelling g L as an identity map, so that
C. Optimized Algorithm for Jacobian Penalties
Algorithm 4 For a neural network with locally linear activation functions (e.g. ReLU) and softmax output, the weight gradients of the penalty term R =
X0 can be calculated using an algorithm with only 2CL + 2L − 1 linear operations, compared to the naïve implementation with 3CL + L − C. Additionally, the memory requirements in O(1) in C.
# forward pass Initialize x 0 for j ← 1 to L do z j = K j (θ j , x j−1 ) + b j x j = g j (z j ) a j = g ′ j (z j ), delete z j end for Initializeθ 
L , x L end for # cumulated forward-backward passes for j ← L to 1 do ∇ θj R = K j (q j−1 , ζ j ) + K j (η j , x j−1 ) ∇ bj R = η j if j > 1 then γ j−1 = K T j (θ j ,η j ) deleteη ĵ η j−1 = M j−1 (a j−1 ,γ j−1 ) delete a j−1 ,γ j−1 end if end for
